In recent software transactional memory proposals, a contention manager module is responsible for ensuring that the system as a whole makes progress. A number of contention manager algorithms have been proposed and empirically evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
The limitations of conventional multiprocessor synchronization techniques based on locks and condition variables are well-known. Recently, transactional models of synchronization have received attention as an alternative programming model.
A transaction, like a critical section, is an explicitly delimited sequence of steps to be executed atomically by a single thread. Unlike critical sections, a transaction can either commit (take effect), or abort (have no effect). If a transaction aborts, it is typically retried until it commits. Transactional APIs for multiprocessor synchronization, called Transactional memories, have been proposed both for hardware [6, 9, 16, 19, 20, 26] and in software [7, 8, 10, 12, 18, 25, 15] . In this paper, we are primarily concerned with the structure of software transactional memory (STM) systems.
A concurrent algorithm is obstruction-free [9] if it guarantees that any thread, if run by itself for long enough, will make progress. The obstruction-free property is attractive for an STM because it supports a clean separation of concerns: correctness and progress can be addressed by different modules. In recent STM proposals [9, 23] , progress is the responsibility of a contention manager module.
Transactions read and write shared objects. Two transactions conflict if they access the same object and one access is a write. Transaction synchronization is optimistic [13] : a transaction commits only if, at the time it finishes, no other transaction has executed a conflicting access. It is not hard to see that optimistic synchronization is obstruction-free.
If transaction A discovers it is about to conflict with B, then it has a choice: it can pause, giving B a chance to finish, or it can proceed, forcing B to abort. Faced with this decision, A will ask its local contention manager module which choice to make.
The literature includes a number of contention manager proposals [10, 23] , ranging from simple (exponential backoff) to elaborate (various priority-based schemes). Empirical studies have shown that the choice of a contention manager algorithm can affect transaction throughput, sometimes substantially.
While empirical evaluation will always be essential for evaluating contention manager designs, we think the time has come to develop a more systematic theory of contention management. For example, if a contention manager never allows one transaction to abort another, then deadlock can happen. If a contention manager always advises transactions to abort one another, then live-lock can happen. Between these extremes, what kinds of progress properties, if any, can one guarantee? Adaptive backoff seems to work well in practice when transactions have roughly the same size, but is less effective if long transactions must compete with shorter transactions. Can we put bounds on the worst-case behavior of a contention manager, perhaps by comparing to an optimal off-line scheduler?
In this paper we lay some foundations for a theory of contention management. We present the greedy contention manager, the first to combine non-trivial provable properties with empirically promising performance.
In a model where transaction delays are finite, the greedy manager guarantees that:
• every transaction commits within a bounded time, and
• the time to complete n concurrent transactions that share s objects is within a factor of s(s + 1)/2 of the time that would have been taken by an optimal off-line list scheduler.
None of the the contention managers proposed in the literature satisfies both properties.
We present experimental results showing that the greedy manager has a very reasonable worst-case performance without being outperformed in average cases by other managers experimented so far in practice. Finally, we discuss simple extensions to this manager for models in which transactions can halt undetectably and we open some problems related to the theoretical study of contention management.
The principal contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that contention management raises theoretical as well as pragmatic issues. Because effective contention management is central to making software transactional memory work in practice, this area is one where theoretical and practical analysis are intertwined.
SCOPING CONTENTION MANAGEMENT
Although contention management can be viewed as a task scheduling problem, contention managers differ in important ways from the schedulers considered in most of the literature (for surveys of scheduling literature, see Chaplin [2] or Gonzalez [4] ). Many classical scheduling algorithms use centralized data to make decisions (for example, choosing the first runnable job from a queue). Contention managers, by contrast, are highly decentralized : one transaction decides whether to abort another based only on a comparison of the two transactions' states. While it might be possible to collect other information, this might be inefficient, especially if synchronization were needed, and of doubtful value. Contention managers cannot use protocols that require the active participation of multiple transactions, since one transaction may be blocked or swapped-out.
In addition, most of the scheduling algorithms in the literature are off-line in the sense that task durations and resource requirements are usually known in advance. By contrast, a contention manager does not know how long a transaction will take, nor any of its future resource needs. It would be unacceptably cumbersome (not to mention a violation of modularity) to require a transaction to predeclare its set of data accesses.
At first glance, a contention manager looks like a concurrency controller in a database system, e.g., [22, 13] . Both have to do with delaying or aborting transactions. There is however a fundamental difference. Whereas the goal of a concurrency controller is to ensure serializability (a safety property), a contention manager seeks only to enhance progress (liveness). The serializability of transactions in STM systems is taken for granted when devising contention managers [10, 23] .
Some optimistic concurrency controllers [11] use a conflict resolution algorithm that is similar to a contention manager. In contrast with our scheme, where conflict detection occurs when a transaction executes, optimistic concurrency controllers detect conflicts when a transaction tries to commit (after it has accessed all objects).
Just like contention managers, certain unreliable failure detectors [1, 5] can also be viewed as progress boosters, to be used in conjunction with algorithms inherently devised to cope with safety. As their names indicate, failure detectors track the failure of processes. They depend solely on the failure pattern and not on the computation [1] . Contention managers on the other hand depend primarily on the computation, i.e., on whether two transactions conflict by accessing the same object.
THE GREEDY CONTENTION MANAGER
The contention manager we introduce in this paper makes use of three components of a transaction state.
• First, when a transaction begins, it is given a timestamp which it retains even if it aborts and restarts. A transaction with an earlier timestamp has higher priority than a transaction with a later timestamp.
In the set of rules described below, timestamps are generated by atomically incrementing a shared variable. One could generate timestamps by a variety of methods, including logical clocks. The key property we need is that if a transaction takes a timestamp t, then there is henceforth a fixed bound (usually n − 1) on the number of transactions that execute with earlier timestamps.
• Second, the transaction's status field indicates whether the transaction is active, committed, or aborted. A transaction commits by applying a compare-and-swap instruction to change its status field from active to committed. One transaction aborts the other by applying a compare-and-swap to change its status from active to aborted.
• Finally, each transaction has a public Boolean waiting field that indicates whether it is waiting for another transaction.
Our greedy contention manager has two simple rules. Suppose transaction A discovers it is about to perform an access that conflicts with transaction B.
If B is lower priority than A, or if B is waiting for
another transaction, then A aborts B.
If B is higher priority than A and is not waiting, then
A waits until B commits, aborts, or starts waiting. (If B starts to wait, see Rule 1.)
Naturally, these rules make sense only if transaction delays are bounded (otherwise A might wait forever for a halted B). We discuss later how to extend these rules to cope with halted transactions.
PROPERTIES
The number of transactions with higher priority than a given transaction is bounded. Given that the greedy manager ensures that the highest-priority transaction never waits and is never aborted by a synchronization conflict, we immediately obtain the following.
Theorem 1. Every transaction commits after a bounded delay.
In the following, we prove a property (Theorem 9) on the time taken by our greedy contention manager to commit transactions. We show that the time to complete n concurrent transactions that share s objects is within a factor of s(s + 1)/2 of the time that would have been taken by an optimal off-line list scheduler (one that knows transactions' resource requirements in advance).
As we discussed earlier in the paper, a contention manager is indeed a kind of scheduler. It is well-known that optimal off-line scheduling of tasks with shared resources is NP-complete. Hence, the best one can expect is to approximate an optimal schedule.
Consider an execution in which n concurrent transactions start at time 0. The makespan is the duration until the last of them commits.
The greedy contention manager schedules transactions while their resources appear to be available, but because it does not know a transaction's resource demands in advance, it does not always make optimal choices.
Consider transactions T0, . . . , Ts and objects X1, . . . , Xs. Each transaction runs for one time unit. Ti has higher priority (an earlier timestamp) than Ti−1. T0 accesses X1, Ts accesses Xs, each remaining Ti accesses Xi and Xi+1. A list scheduler might run the even transactions and then the odd, yielding a makespan of 2 (which happens to be optimal).
By contrast, the greedy contention manager does not do as well. At time 0, each Ti, 0 ≤ i < s, accesses Xi+1. At time 1 − , T1 accesses X1, aborting T0. In turn, each Ti opens Xi, aborting Ti−1. At time 1, only Ts commits. After repeating this scenario s more times, all transactions commit, yielding a makespan of s + 1.
It is known that simple off-line schedulers yield schedules within a factor of (s + 1) of optimal [3] . Here, we will show that any on-line contention manager which ensures only the property that at any time, some running transaction will run uninterrupted until it commits, is within a factor of s(s + 1)/2 of optimal. This property, which we call the pending commit property, is clearly satisfied by our greedy manager. This is because the running transaction with highest priority will neither wait nor be aborted by any other transaction.
Tasks and Resources
We follow the model of Garey and Graham [3] . A task system is given by a set of tasks {T1, . . . , Tn} and a set of shared resources {R1, . . . , Rs}. Each Tj has an associated length τj > 0, and uses Ri(Tj) units of resource Ri, where resources are normalized so that 0 ≤ Ri(Tj) ≤ 1.
A list scheduler maintains a list of tasks, and each processor instantaneously scans the list from front to back and starts the first unstarted task whose resources are available. (Here, we are concerned only with the case in which the number of processors equals the number of tasks.) It is known that computing an optimal list scheduler is NPcomplete, but that any list schedule is within a factor of (s + 1) of the optimal [3] . Notice that list schedulers have the following list scheduler property: no task is waiting to execute if the resources it needs are available.
Informally, the system starts executing the tasks at time 0, and each Tj requires exclusive use of Ri(Tj) units of resource Ri at all times during its execution. Tasks are nonpreemptable: once Tj is started, it runs to completion in time τj . Formally, an execution E is a map from times to sets of tasks: E(t) is the set of transactions running at time t.
We divide each time unit into m discrete "ticks", for some sufficiently large integer m, and we assume without loss of generality 1 that tasks start and stop only at these discrete ticks.
For each t, let ri(t) denote the total amount of resource Ri in use at time t:
Ri(Tj).
Executions satisfy the following constraint:
Later on, we will construct task executions in which ri(t) may exceed 1. Such executions are said to be overloaded.
As noted, a list scheduler guarantees that no task is waiting to be executed at a time when its resource requirements can be satisfied: for all t, if 1 − ri(t) ≥ Ri(Tj), then Tj has started to execute.
Optimal Transactional Executions
Transactions exhibit more complicated behavior than tasks. We are given a set of transactions T0, . . . , Tn, where Ti, if run by itself, runs for duration τi. Transactions share a set of objects X1, . . . , Xs. Each transaction Tj requires the use of Xi(Tj) units of object Xi after some point in its execution. If Tj updates Xi, then Xi(Tj) = 1, and if it reads Xi without updating, then Xi(Tj) = 1/n. Tj and
We define a corresponding task system in a straightforward way. For each transaction Tj , 0 ≤ j ≤ n, of duration δj , define a task T * j also of duration δj. For each object Xi,
Let E * be an optimal execution for this task system. Assume without loss of generality that E * has makespan 1. Let r * i (t) denote the amount of resource X * i in use at time t.
Proof. This function's value is constant on each interval [k/m, (k + 1)/m), it does not exceed 1 in the interval [0, 1], and it is 0 for values greater than 1.
Actual Transactional Executions
Consider a contention manager that guarantees the pending commit property: at any time, some running transaction will run uninterrupted to commit.
In more detail, an execution of a transaction Tj is a sequence of actions where each action represents an interval during which the transaction is continuously running. The last action finishes when the transaction commits, and each previous action, if any, finishes when the transaction aborts or waits. A transaction execution E is a map from time to the set of actions running at that time. The pending commit property states that at any time t earlier than the execution's makespan, some action in E(t) will commit.
Given a transactional execution E, we now construct a corresponding task execution E . This task execution is (in general) overloaded, since it may sometimes permit more than a unit of a resource to be in use.
For each transaction T k , 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let A k be the last (committing) action for T k , and let δ k be its length. Note that δ k ≤ δ k . Define a task execution E so that each task runs for the same time as the corresponding transaction's last action:
For each pair of objects Xi, Xj , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ s, define a resource X ij . (There are s(s + 1)/2 such resources.) Informally, we use X ii to track object Xi, and X ij , for distinct i and j, is a bookkeeping device to track indirect dependencies between transactions that access objects Xi and Xj . If transaction T k updates object Xi, then task T k requires all of resources X ij , for i ≤ j ≤ s, and X ji , for 1 ≤ j < i, and similarly for read access. Formally,
Let r ij (t) be the amount of X ij in use at time t. Notice that the resulting schedule is overloaded: it is possible for r ij (t) to exceed 1. The execution E trivially satisfies the list scheduler property: if T i has not yet started, yet all the resources it needs are available, then no task is running, contradicting the pending commit property.
Proof. In E * , T * j contributes either δj (update) or δj/n (read). In E , T j contributes either δ j (update) or δ j /n (read), and δ j ≤ δj.
Combining with Lemma 2:
Proof. If a task is using r units of X ij at time t, then it is using at most r units of either X ii or X jj at time t.
Combining with Lemma 2:
Let G = (V, E) denote a graph with vertex set V and edge
Define the score of G, denoted by S(G), by
Define the graph G(m, s) to have vertex set {0, 1, . . . , (s + 1)m − 1}, and an edge between vertexes a and b whenever |a − b| ≥ m.
The following is Garey and Graham's Lemma 2:
We will make use of the following corollary: 
because otherwise any task running at time t1 should have been running at time t0 or earlier.
For each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ s, construct a graph Hij as follows:
If |a − b| ≥ 2m, then (a, b) is an edge in at least one Hij
is a strict inequality, Lemma 7 implies that:
Equivalently,
This sum is just the area under the resource usage curve:
Putting these equations together implies that for some 1
which contradicts Corollaries 4 and 6. We have just shown the following:
Theorem 9. Any contention manager that satisfies the pending commit property produces a makespan within a factor of s(s + 1)/2 of optimal.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The makespan argument characterizes the manager's worstcase performance, and says little about how it behaves for common cases. In this section, we report some experimental results comparing the greedy manager against other managers that appear in the literature. The point of the experiments is not to establish one or more contention managers as superior (that would take much more extensive benchmarking) but to show that the greedy contention manager has respectable practical performance, i.e., average case behavior.
The experiments were done using the SXM software transactional memory system, a system written in C# currently under development at Microsoft Research Cambridge [21] . The SXM package differs from the earlier Java-based Dynamic STM package [10] by using run-time code generation instead of programmer convention to synchronize shared objects. The contention managers from Scherer and Scott [23] were ported to C# either from the original Java code, or from their written descriptions. The benchmarks were run on a machine with four Intel Xeon processors with 2-way hyperthreading turned on. Each processor runs at 2.0 GHz and has 1 GB of RAM.
Figures 1 to 4 compare several contention managers defined in the literature [23, 24] , for various applications, and under low and high contention scenarios. We use four data structures used as benchmark applications: a list, a skiplist [10] , a red-black tree [10] , and a red-black forest (a data structure made of fifty red-back trees, in which insertions and removals of elements proceed in either one or all trees on a random basis; the distribution of the lengthes of the transactions produced which a red-black forest thus exhibits a high variance).
We consider constant size transactions, in which a number of threads ranging from 1 to 32 continuously insert and remove elements taken from a small set of 256 integers, hence forcing contention to happen, and an update rate of 100%. All figures depict the number of committed transactions per second, as a function of the number of threads.
Interestingly enough, as conveyed by Figures 1 to 4 , the best contention manager for a given transaction is not necessarily the best contention manager for another transaction. Which contention manager suits best for a given transaction depends on various factors, such as the contention pattern with conflicting transactions, the length of the contented vs. uncontented periods within the transaction, etc.
As depicted by Figures 1 and 2 , karma [23] and polka [24] contention managers provide a better throughput in a contention-intensive scenario. Figure 3 exhibits a low contention pattern among transactions by making threads perform computations unrelated to the effective transactions at the end. In our SXM implementation, when there is no contention among transactions at the end of the computation, for various length of uncontented periods, and when transactions are approximately of the same size, the greedy contention manager provides the best throughput. Figure 4 exhibits an intensive contention pattern among transactions of irregular length. In this case, the best contention management policies seem uncertain. More precisely, it highly varies depending on the number of threads
In short, and to to the best of our understanding, the greedy contention manager performs well when there is no or few contention. This is because the greedy contention manager does not maintain costly data structures for assigning priority to transactions. On the other hand, karma performs well when contention is intensive, because the priority it assigns to transactions, though more costly to update, reveals itself a very good estimator of the importance of the transactions.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Contention managers were first proposed in [10] , and a comprehensive survey on the subject is due to Scherer and Scott [23] . The notion that waiting transactions should not obstruct active transactions has been used by McWherter et al. [17] to improve the throughput of web-based on-line transaction systems.
Using timestamp-based priorities to guarantee progress is an old trick: it goes at least as far back as 1978 [22] , and has been used in more recent transactional memory proposals [20] .
None of the contention managers explored in [23] satisfies the pending commit property, i.e., at any time, some running transaction will commit, which our theoretical analysis reveals to be fundamental for worst-case analysis. Clearly, none of the polite or randomized managers provide any deterministic guarantee. As explained in [23] , the queueOnBlock manager is prone to dependency cycles whereas the aggressive manager is prone to livelocks. Aborting enemies after a time-out, as in the killBlocked, kindergarten, and timestamp managers, diminishes the probability of livelocks without however canceling it. The karma and eruption contention managers account for the work performed by a conflicting transaction and the number of times it already aborted, before aborting it. In theory however, any transaction A might get repeatedly aborted due to newcomer transactions that, between two aborts of A, get aborted more often and access more objects.
Some STM implementations, as described by Harris and Frasier [7] and Harris et al. [8] , discover conflicts when transactions commit, not while they are executing. Contention managers do not seem well-suited to these kinds of STMs, and the question of ensuring progress for this kind of STM design remains largely unexplored.
With the exception of Scherer and Scott's timestamp manager [23] , none of the contention managers we know of ensure progress if transactions can stop prematurely. Interestingly, our greedy contention manager can be extended to cope with failures in much the same way as the timestamp manager: add a rule which stipulates that whenever a transaction A waits for a higher priority transaction B, A does so only until a time-out expires; choose the time-out period to be proportional to the number of times A had to wait for B We close with some open problems. We do not know if the s(s + 1)/2 bound for the greedy contention manager is tight. Are there other contention managers that provide similar, provable properties? For example, can one use randomization to implement a contention manager that is proved to behave well with high probability?
We evaluated the greedy contention manager's efficiency by comparing its makespan for n concurrent transactions against the same makespan for an optimal off-line list scheduler. An open problem is to do the same for threads that execute a sequence of transactions, instead of just one. Similar analyses for off-line task scheduling exist for unit-execution time (UET) tasks [3, 14] . The UET assumption reduces the problem to multidimensional bin-packing, an approach not easily adapted to transactions of unknown duration.
